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2019 Transportation Hall of Fame Awardee

CUTR was honored to present this award to Ysela Llort of Renaissance Planning.

More +

Georgia Brosch Memorial Scholarship

CUTR is proud to recognize the best and brightest in transportation with the Georgia Brosch Memorial Scholarship.

Read More +

NCTR Student of the Year

Kevin Dennis completed a bachelor’s degree in Computer Science in 2018 at the University of South Florida and currently a graduate student at USF.

More +

Poster Competition Winners
27 student posters entered this year's poster competition.

Congratulations to the 2019 Transportation Achievement Awards poster competition winners.

Read More +
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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA CENTER FOR URBAN TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH
ENSCO - ENGINEERING, SCIENCE AND ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

RECEPTION & ALUMNI REUNION
ZAYTINYA DC | 701 9TH STREET NW | WASHINGTON, DC 20001
SUNDAY, JANUARY 12, 2020 | 5:00 - 7:00PM

We hope to see you at the 2020 TRB Reception & Alumni Reunion on Sunday, January 12, 2020 from 5:00 - 7:00 PM at the Zaytinya restaurant.

Dr. Cong Chen

Brian Staes
3 USF transportation students receive the Dwight David Eisenhower Transportation Fellowship

The Dwight David Eisenhower Transportation Fellowship Program (DDETFP) awards fellowships to students pursuing degrees in transportation-related disciplines. This program advances the transportation workforce by helping to attract the nation's brightest minds to the field of transportation, encouraging future transportation professionals to seek advanced degrees, and helping to retain top talent in the U.S. transportation industry.

Read more +
Rob Gregg retires from CUTR

CUTR celebrated Program Director Rob Gregg’s retirement last month - thank you so much for your 19 years of service to CUTR and USF! CUTR will miss you tremendously. Enjoy your retirement!

Professor Felipe Loureiro

CUTR was honored to welcome Professor Felipe Loureiro from the Federal University of Ceara...

CUTR years of service

Thank you for your years of service to CUTR & USF!

Read More +
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CUTR was established in 1988 in the College of Engineering at the University of South Florida, in Tampa, Florida. CUTR’s mission is to proactively support implementation of innovative multimodal transportation solutions and develop leaders through research, education and action. Our work supports transportation agencies, the transportation profession and community, policymakers, and the public. CUTR provides high quality, objective expertise in the form of insightful research, comprehensive training and education, effective technical assistance and in-depth policy analysis, that translates directly into benefits for CUTR’s project sponsors. CUTR’s 45 research faculty, 60 students and post-docs combine academic knowledge and extensive “real world” experience in developing innovative, implementable solutions for all modes of...
transportation. The multidisciplinary research faculty includes experts in engineering, planning, computer science, economics, public policy, public health, and geography. CUTR logs nearly $20 million per year in expenditures through contracts and grants to support its research, education, training and technical assistance missions.